As members of the Old Ennistymon Society, we write to you in connection with the proposed Streetscape Project,
and in particular, with the Art Installation planned for the Oldtown Street/Lower Churchill area of Ennistymon.
The Old Ennistymon Society has been in existence since 1992 and since that time the Society has endeavoured to
preserve the built heritage and record the historical memory of Ennistymon. A number of projects give testimony
to this. The successful conversion of the old Courthouse into the present vibrant Ennistymon Courthouse Gallery &
Studios and the publication over many years of the annual Ennistymon Parish Magazine were projects undertaken
by the Society. In recent years the society has produced a number of very successful photographic exhibitions of
images of everyday life in a market town in North Clare. Over the last few years a Calendar showing images of the
Ennistymon area from bygone days is a popular production of the Society.
The proposed Art Installation will be located in Oldtown Street, close to the town bridge.
This is the oldest part of Ennistymon dating from the 17th century. Prior to the bridge being built in the 1780s, the
rocky riverbed of the River Inagh at this location, was the most suitable crossing point of the river before it reached
the sea. When the present day bridge was built c. 1780, the town developed quickly and Oldtown Street became the
original market place of Ennistymon.
Historical details associated with Oldtown Street
include:
1. The corner close to present day (October 2020) “This Is
It” Restaurant was known by the Irish name Steip a’ Bhainne
(The Milk Step) indicating milk was sold here. In living
memory, fish, periwinkles and sea grass and vegetables were
regularly sold at this location. This area was also a popular
location for farmers selling cattle at the monthly street Fairs
which continued up to the 1970s. (as photo)
2. A public water pump was located on the roadway at the
bottom of Churchill (as shown in photo), which was removed
in the 1960s. It was from this pump that water was drawn by
young men in an attempt to save houses set on fire by Crown
Forces during the Burning of Ennistymon on 22nd September
1920 during the War of Independence. One of the young
men, PJ Linnane, was captured by the British soldiers and
shot dead.

3. Oldtown Street was the location of the public hanging
on 16th March 1799 of two men, Hugh Kildea and Michael
Murphy, who were leaders of a United Irishmen revolt in North
West Clare which had been suppressed by the authorities. A
plaque commemorating the event is on the wall of Ennistymon
School of Art building.
The area was a very popular meeting and gathering place
for locals both young and old, a place where goods were
bought and sold on market and fair days from farmers from
the surrounding area. It was also a place where news was
exchanged while filling buckets at the water pump and on
occasions it was a venue for entertainment.
We feel that it would be appropriate that the above historical information about the location would be conveyed to
artists interested in submitting design proposals.

